[Effect of cochlear processes in generating Jewett IV and V brain stem potential components].
Polarity of the stimulus influences latency, amplitude and waveform of the human auditory brainstem response (ABR). One clear feature is the splitting of the wave complex JIV and JV in separate peaks following rarefaction stimulation. ABR was recorded using high-pass filtering to mask the basilar membrane partially to establish whether and to what extent basal hair cells contribute to waves IV and V. Wave IV disappeared in response to rarefaction stimuli with masking of the basal region. In contrast, wave V appeared with reduced amplitude and delayed latency in response to condensation stimuli. A model was developed to determine the motion of the basilar membrane and the distribution over time of the action potential on the auditory nerve fibers following rarefaction and condensation stimuli. The rarefaction stimulus produces a bifid and the condensation stimulus only a single-peaked contribution. It is suggested that the splitting of the wave complex IV and V may be traced to mechanical processing in the cochlea.